
TECNADIS

GRAFPROTECT
Protection of porous materials against graffiti and paint stains in 

general.

TECNADIS 
PRS PERFORMANCE

TECNADIS 
GRAFPROTEC+

ANTIGRAFFITI 
PERMANENT



FEATURES

The active compounds do not react with the treated surface, maintaining the
substrate unaltered. 

With WATER AND OIL REPELLENT effect, It protects against wáter, oil and stains in 
general.

It forms a RESISTANT FILM, preventing the paint from penetrating the surface.

TOTALLY REAPPLICABLE, it is not necessary to remove previous treatments.

ANTIGRAFFITI SOLUTION BASED ON NANOTECHNOLOGY, protects the surfaces against 
paints, markers, graffiti, etc., making it easy the cleaning and removal by common and 

low-cost processes.

TECNADIS GRAFPROTECT

IT RESISTS MORE THAN 10 CLEANING CYCLES



MATERIAL TOTAL (ml/m²) TOTAL*
(m²/l)

Marble and low porous limestone, 
terrazzo, polished concrete.

60-75 15-17

Granite, facing brick, non-polished 
concrete, tiles.

70-80 12,5-15

Sandstone, coarse concrete, high porous
limestone.

80-100 10-12,5

* Depending on the material porosity

Suitable for the surface treatment of terrazzo, marble, granite, concrete, ceramic (brick, tiles),
sandstone, and in general any constructive substrate, both in exterior and interior
applications.

- Pot-life: the mixture remains active for up to 48 hours after 
mixing, in a closed container

- Complete drying time: 48 hours

- Drying to touch times: 30 - 60 min

STEP 4: GRAFPROTECT application.
Apply with brush, roller or spraying equipment. The entire surface must be
covered by uniform saturation of the surface. The optimal effect is achieved
after 48 hours from application.

STEP 2: PRIMER application.
Apply by spraying (example: AIRLESS). Apply only a light coat (not saturation).
Let dry between 30 min and 60 min. before step 4.

STEP 3: GRAFPROTECT preparation.
It is supplied in a 1:4 ratio so that the content of the container labelled
ACTIVATOR is poured into the container labelled PROTECTOR. Mix and shake.

TECNADIS GRAFPROTECT

APPROXIMATED YIELD (*):

TECHNICAL DATA

APPLICATION: 4 steps

STEP 1: Cleaning and preparation of the substrate.
The Surface must be completely clean and dry before application.
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FORMATS

TECNADIS GRAFPROTECT  1:4

1 LITRE 5 LITRES 25 LITRES

OTHER «TECNADIS» RANGE PRODUCTS  for Construction, Rehabilitation and Maintenance.

Formats: 1L, 5L, 25L

Water and oil repellent for floors or pavements. 
Abrasion resantance.

TECNADIS PRS PERFORMANCE

Formats: 1L, 5L, 25L

Hydrophobic product of high performance for
vertical and tilted surfaces.

AQUASHIELD ULTIMATE

TECNADIS SELFCLEAN-ULTRA

Solution for static glass that
generates self-cleaning
surfaces

http://www.tecnan-nanomat.es/
mailto:tecnan@tecnan-nanomat.es

